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1. Introduction

The indexing of SAED patterns can be made faster by the full use of jems func-
tions. In particular, jems contains tools for indexing regular spot and Kikuchi line
diffraction patterns. Generally speaking, the indexing consists of determining the
(h,k,l) indices of the reflections and calculating the zone axis [u,v,w] indices.
It is always a good idea to put the experimental SAED patterns and the related
crystal files in a single folder. The indexing uses the ratios of the length of 2 or 3
SAED vectors, and their angles. Though the exact knowledge of the microscope
accelerating voltage and camera length is not necessary to index diffraction pat-
terns, knowing their values accelerates the indexing process, since only a reduced
set of (h,k,l) reflections, compatible with these microscope parameters, is gen-
erated and scanned to determine the (h,k,l) reflections that provide the proper
ratios and angles. When not specified, the whole set of reflections that the mi-
croscope can transmit (limited by the objective lens acceptance angle) is scanned.
Such a set of (h,kl,) reflections may contain several hundreds or thousands of
reflections. Reducing the acceptance angle of the microscope by specifying the
microscope parameters accelerates the indexing process. The [u,v,w] zone axis
indices are calculated using the vector product of the indexed reflections.
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The indexing process can consider several different crystal structures, and provides
possible solutions as a stereogram or table for each structure.

2. SAED indexing using a table of zone axis patterns

The frame displaying the stereographic projection of GaN (Fig. 1) allows to tab-
ulate the zone axis pattern (ZAP) of the standard stereographic triangle.

1

Figure 1. The stereographic projection of GaN. The Tabulate
icon (1) creates a table of zone axis patterns.
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The ZAP table’s entries show the ratio and angle of the 2 shortest reflections (g1
and g2) of the ZAP as well as their structure factor (amplitude) and the radius of
several High Order Laue Zones (HOLZ) (Fig. 2). When the structure factor of
either g1 or g2 is null the ratio of the next reflections is provided.

Search

Figure 2. Zone axis patterns of the standard stereographic trian-
gle: ZAP [uvw] (or [uvtw] hexagonal) indices, g1 (hkl) indices, its
structure factor ([Volt]) and length ([nm−1]), g2 (hkl) indices, its
structure factor ([Volt]) and length ([nm−1]), their ratio g1/g2 and
g2/g1 and the angle between g1 and g2 (< (g1, g2)) and the radius of
the first three HOLZ.
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A search of ZAPs of similar g1, g2 ratio and angle is activated by the search tool
button1 (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Using the g1, g2 ratio (g1/g2) and angle (< (g1, g2))
ZAPs with similar geometry are selected.

The similar ZAPs are shown with a mouse click on the ZAP line (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5).

1A ratio specified by a series of real numbers means that one or several reflections proportional
to either g1 or g2 are kinematically forbidden (this happens for example when a screw axis is
perpendicular to the ZAP [uvw] direction).
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Figure 4. Selection of
the [311] ZAP.

Figure 5. GaN [311] ZAP.

3. Starting the SAED pattern indexing

The following notes assume that the crystal structures have been fully described,
i.e. at least lattice parameters, the position of the atoms and, optionally, the
space-group or the regular point system code (RPS code). In this example, the
indexing folder contains the GaN crystal structure and a GaN SAED pattern to
index. The first two steps consist in loading the GaN structure and opening the
indexing box, as shown in Fig. 6 and 7. Note also that the indexing can be per-
formed using several jems crystal files (i.e. .txt files only).

jems offers several ways to load SAED patterns. The first one (Fig. 8) consists
of loading the image ”As is”, keeping a one-to-one correspondence between the
pixels of the file and the pixels of the displayed pattern. The other 2 possibilities
allow the display of a pattern of reduced dimension, obtained either:

(1) by bilinear interpolation (Interpolation) of the original image.

(2) or by subsampling (Subsample) of the original image (usual binning of
the CCD cameras). Subsampling is always a power of 2.

The interpolation method adapts the image size to the display area, while the
subsample method adapts the display area to the subsampled image.
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Figure 6. Loading the GaN crystal structure.

The next step consists of loading and displaying the SAED pattern. Figure 9 shows
the dialogue for loading SAED patterns. Several types of images can be loaded
(including Gatan Digital Micrograph .dm3 images). Once loaded the pattern is
displayed in the indexing window, along with a scale marker that allows scaling of
the pattern, and 2 arrows (red and green) that will later point to the reflections
used to index it (Fig. 10).

The various controls of the indexing window are organized in several tabs, where
the:

• Align tab allows rotating (rotation alignment) of the pointing arrows2.

• Crystals tab displays a table of crystal files that provide the crystal pa-
rameters necessary for the indexing procedure3.

2The geometry of the pointing arrows can be changed using the stereogram of the Mask tab
3One or more crystals can be selected for the indexing process. They are displayed in alpha-

betical order.
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Figure 7. The spot indexing box. The scale marker and the red
and green arrows are moved under mouse control.

• Mask tab contains a slider, for changing the mask size, and a stereogram
for selecting the pointing arrows geometry4.

• Microscope tab allows specification of the accelerating voltage, the cam-
era length and the measurement errors (length and angle)5.

• Options tab contains the check boxes of the indexing procedure options,
and also provides a list of the (x, y) coordinates of the experimental SAED
spots when the experimental pattern is processed using the Find peak
kernel of the Processing tab.

• Processing tab contains image processing options and features to improve
(hopefully) the visibility of spots/lines of the experimental diffraction pat-
tern. A useful one is Colorize.

• Scale tab contains controls to calibrate the SAED pattern, and radio but-
tons to fix several microscope parameters6.

4The mask is useful for sorting reflections of SAED patterns involving several phases.
5The smaller the errors, the more selective the indexing procedure.
6Many microscope parameters are automatically set to default vales when a crystal structure

is loaded.
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Figure 8. The Imaging preferences panel where the As is, Inter-
polate or Subsample image loading options can be selected. The
dialog is available in menu Parameters as menu item Preferences.

• Spots tab allows changing of the arrows sizes and angles.

When the microscope accelerating voltage and camera length are known, it is best
to set these Microscope parameters immediately (Fig. 11). Using the mouse the
scale marker is moved on to some known calibrated feature; the pointing arrows
and their center are set to selected spots. When the selected spot is not closest to
the origin, the order of the spot must be specified (Spot order).
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Figure 9. Selection of the SAED pattern.

After setting the microscope parameters and scaling the SAED pattern, one has to
select the crystal structures for indexing 7 (Fig. 12). The buttons at the bottom
of the crystal structures table allow inclusion of just one crystal structure for the
indexing, all the crystal structures of a folder, suppression one or all except the
first in the table.
The indexing process is started by a mouse click on the flash lamp tool (search).

Indexing the SAED pattern using three reflections can help eliminate spurious so-
lutions, even though the third reflection is a linear combination of the first two.
The option Three spots indexing of the options pane (Fig. 12) puts a third
arrow (blue arrow) on the SAED pattern. Use the mouse to point it to a reflec-
tion, and set the spot order appropriately (Spots pane). When the third selected
reflection is not the simple summation of the first (red arrow) and second (green

7Only jems crystal files (.txt files) can be searched for indexing solutions. When searching .cif
files save these files in .txt format after checking their RPS code or space-group.
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Figure 10. The SAED pattern as loaded in the indexing window.

arrow) reflections, set the indexing likelihood to a lower value. When the in-
dexing likelihood is lowered the search will consider a large range of ZAPs.

The Processing pane is used to apply various image processing procedures on
the SAED pattern. A useful one consists in finding the spots’ positions automat-
ically. This is achieved (with the displayed GaN SAED pattern) in the following
way:

(1) Select the Option tab of the image processing pane (Fig. 13) and check
the Inverse check box. The contrast of the SAED pattern will be inversed
(maximum of intensity at the reflections’ positions).

(2) Select the Process tab of the image processing pane (Fig. 14) and the
FindPeak image processing process.

(3) Mouse click on the Hammer tool button.

The SAED maxima are located and tabulated in theOptions pane table (Fig. 15).
The indexing option Snap to maxima automatically snaps the pattern origin or
the arrows at the location of the closest maximum. The Show mask option plots
circles on the lattice defined by the red and green arrows (Fig. 16). The circles’
size is changed using the slider of the Mask pane.
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Figure 11. The microscope parameters of the SAED pattern are
specified, as well as the measurement errors and the scale of the
SAED pattern.
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Figure 12. Selecting the crystal structures and the indexing options.

4. Analyzing the indexing solutions

The possible solutions are shown on stereograms during the indexing process. The
indexing is performed by concurrent threads, as shown on Fig. 17. The indexing
can be stopped at any time. At the end of the indexing procedure, the solutions
are provided on a stereogram or tabulated by pushing the table tool button of the
sterogram box (Fig. 18).

When the microscope parameters associated to the SAED pattern are known with
good accuracy, the indexing process is much faster and only a reduced set of
possible solutions is obtained (Fig. 19).

Selecting an indexing solution (either on the stereographic projection or on the
table) allows its comparison to the experimental SAED pattern (Fig. 20). The
proposed solution is plotted as a standard jems SAED pattern. The Rotation
alignment control allows rotation of the calculated pattern (a rotation is calcu-
lated but, depending on the reflections pointed by the arrows, a supplementary
rotation may be necessary). A comparison with a dynamical calculation can be
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Figure 13. SAED contrast is inverted.

Figure 14. The selection of the FindPeak image processing.

immediately performed (select the Crystal/Matrix tab of the diffraction win-
dow). The Options tab of this window are also be used to plot Kikuchi or HOLZ
lines, etc.
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Figure 15. The peaks position are tabulated and can be labelled
with the buttons at the botton of the table.

Figure 16. Circles are centered on the lattice defined by the red
and green arrows.

5. Remarks

• Since setting the indexing parameters (i.e. specifying the microscope pa-
rameters, calibrating the SAED pattern, moving the arrows, etc) needs to
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Figure 17. The indexing is performed in concurrent threads.

be performed before starting the indexing process, it is a good idea to save
these parameters (i.e. position of the center and of the arrows, etc) using
the Dead mouse dialog, as shown in Fig. 21. This allows a very fast
replay of the indexing procedure during a subsequent jems session.

• The indexing of Kikuchi line patterns follows the same scheme, except that
3 Kikuchi pairs are always necessary. The indexing of Kikuchi patterns
provides the [u,v,w] indices of the beam direction (information necessary
to perform the simulation of bright/dark field images of crystalline defects).
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Figure 18. The possible solutions are provided on a stereographic
projection, or tabulated.
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Figure 19. The number of possible indexing solutions is largely
reduced when the microscope parameters (accelerating voltage and
camera length) are accurately specified.
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Figure 20. The comparison of the experimental SAED pattern to
a particular solution.
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Figure 21. Saving the indexing settings using the Keeper dialog.


